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Toward Energy-Efficient Trust System Through
Watchdog Optimization for WSNs
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Abstract— Watchdog technique is a fundamental building
block to many trust systems that are designed for securing
wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Unfortunately, this kind of
technique consumes much energy and hence largely limits the
lifespan of WSN. Although the state-of-the-art studies have
realized the importance of trust systems’ efficiency in WSNs and
proposed several preliminary solutions, they have overlooked to
optimize the watchdog technique, which is perhaps among the top
energy-consuming units. In this paper, we reveal the inefficient
use of watchdog technique in existing trust systems, and thereby
propose a suite of optimization methods to minimize the energy
cost of watchdog usage, while keeping the system’s security
in a sufficient level. Our contributions consist of theoretical
analyses and practical algorithms, which can efficiently and
effectively schedule the watchdog tasks depending on the sensor
nodes’ locations and the target nodes’ trustworthiness. We have
evaluated our algorithms through experiments on top of a
WSNET simulation platform and an in-door WSN testbed in
our collaborative lab. The results have successfully confirmed
that our watchdog optimization techniques can save at least
39.44% energy without sacrificing much security (<0.06 in terms
of trust accuracy and robustness), even in some cases enhance
the protection against certain attacks.

Index Terms— Wireless sensor network security, trust system,
energy-efficiency, watchdog technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS A CRITICAL complement to traditional security
mechanisms (e.g., cryptographic methods [1], authenti-

cation [2] and access control logics [3] etc.), trust systems
are widely applied to protect wireless sensor networks (WSNs
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for short) from being attacked by “legitimate” sensor nodes
(i.e., the nodes are either compromised or selfish or on
fault) [4]–[12]. Those nodes can bypass traditional security
protections using their “legitimate” identities, but can be
possibly captured by trust systems due to their poor reputation
or past misbehavior [13]. That is, trust is built upon sensor
nodes’ reputation and past behaviors, and can be used to
model these nodes’ honesty and internal states. Although many
trust systems [14] enable trust recommendations to extend
the trust from neighborhood (i.e., direct trust) to a global
network view (i.e., indirect trust), the direct experience of past
behaviors is still the basis for securing those recommendations.
In another word, sensor nodes’ past behaviors constitute the
basic foundation for building WSN’s trust systems (WSNTSs
for short).

However, collecting enough past behaviors through business
traffic to build a reliable trust system for WSN is not a trivial
task. First, the powerful base station (when WSN has a
flat topology [15]) and cluster heads (when a hierarchical
topology [16]), both of which are likely to have business
requirements to interact with the whole network (or the
entire cluster), may not locate in the communication range
(i.e., neighborhood) of all sensor nodes (i.e., some nodes
are remote), hence missing the opportunity to have direct
experiences of those remote nodes. Second, some sensor
nodes may not have business requirements to interact with
their neighbour nodes, or their business interactions occur at
a very low frequency. Those lazy nodes’ past behaviors are
hard to be collected using business traffic. Third, since trust
is context aware [17], [18], the experience of one kind of
behaviors cannot be used to build up trust for another kind.
For example, a node behaving well to forward routing packets
in the past does not mean the sensing data reported from this
node is trustworthy (i.e., past multi-hop routing behaviors
cannot derive the trust for data sensing). As a result, WSN
may lack a wide variety of business traffic to build up all kinds
of trust. To tackle those challenges and facilitate past behavior
collection, most of existing WSNTSs have adopted a so-called
watchdog technique [19]. Using this technique, sensor nodes
can operate as proactive monitors and launch trust-dedicated
tasks in a pre-defined frequency to directly interact with
their neighborhood nodes. They thus can get the first-hand
experiences of these nodes’ behaviors, even if no business
tasks happen. For example, a node can actively query other
nodes’ sensing data in some time interval [6] (despite it does
not actually require those data for business purpose),
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or continuously overhear its neighborhood’s routing
communications through the promiscuous mode [4], [20].

Although the watchdog technique has been proved as a
very effective approach to build up WSNTS’s foundations, it
introduces a large amount of additional energy consumptions
which conflict the energy efficient design principle of WSN.
More precisely, sensor nodes are usually equipped with limited
battery, and work in an unattended mode for a long period
of time to adapt various harsh environments such as the
deep desert and ocean abyss. Rechargement or replacement
of those nodes’ power is very difficult and expensive. Due to
those challenges, energy saving plays a very important role
in the design of modern WSNs [21]. However, to our best
knowledge, no existing WSNTSs give appropriate solutions to
save the energy consumed by the watchdog technique (i.e., the
trust-energy conflict induced by watchdog usage has not been
addressed before). In particular, some WSNTSs do not discuss
how to schedule watchdogs in their proposals [20], [22],
while some others implicitly suggest to let sensor nodes
launch neighbour-flooding watchdog tasks to monitor all their
neighbors and do not study which frequency is appropriate for
their monitoring [4], [6], [23]. This kind of neighbour-flooding
methods could make running watchdogs redundant and will
waste a lot of energy without inducing much additional
security benefits. As a result, to simultaneously save energy
and collect sufficient past behaviors for trust evaluation, an
intelligent watchdog scheduler is highly required.

In this paper, we will fill in this gap by optimizing watchdog
techniques for WSNTSs to balance energy efficiency and
security (in terms of trust accuracy and robustness). Our
ultimate goal is to reduce the energy cost induced by watchdog
tasks as much as possible, while keeping trust accuracy
and robustness in a sufficient level. To touch this goal, we
optimize watchdog techniques in two levels. First, we optimize
watchdog locations by considering the fact: although sensor
nodes which are located more closely may consume less
energy to monitor each other due to shorter communica-
tion distance [24], these nodes are more likely of being
compromised together and launch collaborative attacks [25].
We therefore explore the optimal watchdog location (given
a target node) to minimize the overall risk (in terms of
both energy consumption and security). Second, we optimize
watchdog frequency and reduce its redundancy. In particular,
compared with the sensor nodes whose behaviors are more
uncertain, the nodes with more determined trustworthiness
(i.e., trustworthy or untrustworthy) may require less watchdog
tasks (i.e., lower watchdog frequency) to further investigate.
We thus seek appropriate watchdog frequency depending on
target nodes’ trustworthiness.

To sum up, we make three major contributions in this paper.

1) We conduct a novel study to reveal trust-energy conflict
induced by the inefficient use of watchdog techniques in
existing WSNTSs. This conflict has not been compre-
hensively addressed by prior research in the literature.

2) We optimize watchdog techniques in two levels, both of
which consist of a theoretical analysis to show potential
optimal results and a practical algorithm to efficiently
and effectively schedule watchdog tasks.

3) We evaluate our optimization techniques using
extensive experiments in a WSNET simulation
platform [26] and an in-door testbed in our collaborative
lab. The experimental results have successfully
confirmed the effectiveness of our design.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
We first review the literature in Section II. We then
give a high level overview of WSN and WSNTS mod-
els in Section III. We present our watchdog optimization
algorithms in Section IV, and evaluate these algorithms
in Section V. After discussing some limitations and poten-
tial future works in Section VI, we conclude this paper
in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we revisit state-of-the-art WSNTSs in the
literature, especially the systems designed for efficient trust
management in WSNs.

Basically, trust systems are designed and deployed in
WSNs for a general security purpose (to identify and isolate
“legitimate” sensor nodes which are either compromised by
attackers, or selfish to refuse assisting others, or on fault
due to misconfigurations and bugs), and can protect par-
ticular WSN functionalities. In the literature, WSNTS is
usually applied to avoid unreliable and corrupted sensing
data [6], or secure multi-hop routing [4], [8], [27], [28],
or protect both of them [7], [9]–[11], [23]. Many of those
WSNTSs [4], [6], [10], [11], [23] claim that they adopt
a watchdog or watchdog-like technique for trust behavior
collection, and hence get a very good performance in guarding
data sensing and multi-hop routing. They have this achieve-
ment since they can collect enough past behaviors for trust
evaluation through watchdogs. For example, [6] employs the
watchdog technique to actively collect sensing data from
neighbor nodes, and applies an outlier detection algorithm to
detect invalid data reported by compromised or faulty nodes.
[4] lets a sensor node work as a watchdog to overhear the
past routing behaviors in its neighborhood, hence identifying
misbehaving sensor nodes and preventing those nodes from
being used for future routing.

Although WSNTSs can largely enhance WSNs’ function-
ality and security, the energy overhead induced by the con-
struction of such systems cannot be neglected. More seriously,
although WSNs are usually expected to work in an unattended
mode for a long period of time (e.g., two or three years
without battery recharge), they are usually equipped with
restricted resource and battery. For this reason, WSNs’ long
life expectation could be dramatically limited if the cost
induced by trust management is heavy. In state-of-the-art
research, several WSNTSs have realized the significance of the
efficiency problem and proposed some preliminary solutions
in their design. In particular, [10] proposed a storage-efficient
trust model by applying a geographic hash table to identify
trust managers (may save energy due to low storage usage),
while [28] implemented an energywatcher to help sensor nodes
estimate their neighbor nodes’ energy cost for each packet
forwarding and thus enable the selection of the most efficient
node as their next hop in the route. Moreover, a clustering
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technology is widely used by the literature [7], [27] to make
WSNs and WSNTSs energy-efficient. By electing a number
of cluster heads to manage sensor nodes (cluster members) on
behalf of the base station, energy consumption can be reduced
due to shorter communication distance. Based on the clustered
topology, [11] further reduced energy by cancelling feedback
(i.e., trust recommendation) between cluster members and/or
between cluster heads, and thereby proposed a more light-
weight WSNTS.

Despite those preliminary efforts, none has taken watchdog
technique, perhaps the largest energy consumption unit in
WSNTS, into consideration. We thereby conduct an innovative
study in this paper to optimize watchdog scheduling. Our
research is very different compared to the literature and
opens a new door to energy-efficient WSNTS design. First,
unlike [10] which is mainly designed to save storage rather
than energy, our research takes energy saving as a central
topic and optimizes watchdog technique for the first time.
Second, although [28] proposes an energy-efficient secure
routing algorithm to choose efficient and trustworthy next-hop
node in a route, it cannot reduce the energy used to build
up WSNTS, which is the major problem we should solve in
this paper. Third, unlike the clustering techniques [7], [27]
which save energy by reorganizing WSN’s topology to a
hierarchical architecture, our research saves energy by means
of reducing redundant trust foundations in WSNTS. And even
better, our solution can also be applied to clustered WSNs
to further reduce energy cost. Last but the most relevant,
[11] designs an energy-efficient WSNTS by reducing unneces-
sary communications of trust recommendations (a.k.a. second-
hand experiences). Unlike that, our research goes a step
forward to save energy by reducing unnecessary watchdog
tasks (a.k.a. first-hand experiences). As discussed by [14], the
first-hand experience is more expensive (in terms of energy
consumption) than the second-hand one. We therefore obtain
a more advanced opportunity to save energy than [11].

III. MODEL OVERVIEW

In this section, we formalize WSN and WSNTS using
four high level models. More precisely, we first present a
system model to describe WSN in Section III-A. We then
model WSN’s energy consumption law in Section III-B.
Afterwards, we reason about WSNTS on top of a threat model
in Section III-C and a trust model in Section III-D, respec-
tively. For the ease of reference, we summarize important
notations used by this paper in Table I.

A. System Model

We model a WSN as an undirected graph G = (V , E),
where vi ∈ V represents a sensor node in WSN and ei j ∈ E
means that the nodes vi and v j are within each other’s
communication range (i.e., neighborhood). We design our
methods by considering a flat WSN topology, although our
solutions work within the scope of neighborhood and thus
also adapt to other topologies such as the clustering WSN. Let
di j be the spatial distance between vi and v j , and let ri be the
communication range of vi . We consider that ei j ∈ E exists

TABLE I

IMPORTANT NOTATIONS

Fig. 1. An example of WSN and the system model G .

iff di j ≤ ri and di j ≤ r j . We therefore define Bi ⊆ V as the
set of vi ’s neighborhood nodes. We have Bi = {v j |ei j ∈ E} =
{v j |di j ≤ ri & di j ≤ r j }. Figure 1 gives an example of our
WSN system model. As can be seen, although v3 and v4 are
within v2’s communication range (i.e., d23 ≤ r2 and d24 ≤ r2),
e23 and e24 do not exist (i.e., v3, v4 /∈ B2) because d23 > r3
and d24 > r4.

To formalize a watchdog task on top of G, we first separate
time space into a sequence of consecutive time slots with equal
size. We then define wt

i j as a watchdog task the node vi

performs to monitor its neighbor node v j at time slot t .
A watchdog task wt

i j consists of a bidirectional communication
between the watchdog node vi and the target node v j . That
is, vi should send a request packet to v j and then wait for
v j ’s response. By this requirement, vi can take watchdog task
wt

i j to monitor v j iff di j ≤ ri and di j ≤ r j (i.e., ei j exists
in G). In another word, the node vi can work as a watchdog
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to monitor only ∀v j ∈ Bi , and vice versa, only ∀v j ∈ Bi can
perform watchdog tasks to monitor vi .

B. Energy Consumption Model

To estimate energy consumed by each watchdog task wt
i j ,

we follow a typical free space wireless radio model, which
is widely adopted by the literature (e.g., LEACH [24]).
In this model, a sensor node’s transmitter unit consists of
a transmit electronics device and a power amplifier, both
of which will consume energy when transmitting signals.
In contrast, a node’s receiver unit only consumes energy due
to the receive electronics device. We follow prior research
like [24] and [29] to assume that a proper power controller has
been deployed to adjust transmit power amplifier according
to the transmission distance. Let εelec be the energy con-
sumed by a sensor node’s transmit electronics (or receive
electronics) when sending (or receiving) 1 bit information
(measured in J/bit). Let ε be free space constant measured
in J/bit/m2. We then can calculate the energy consumption
when vi transmits 1 bit information to its neighbor node v j

(di j ≤ ri ) as:

εT X
i j = εelec + ε · d2

i j . (1)

Meanwhile, the energy consumed by vi for receiving 1 bit
information from neighbor node v j can be computed as:

εR X
i j = εelec. (2)

As described in Section III-A, to accomplish a watchdog
task wt

i j , the watchdog node vi should first send query to
target node then receive target node’s reply, while the target
node v j should first receive the query from the watchdog node
then send back the reply. As a result, if a watchdog task wt

i j
requires L bits information for either query or response, the
energy consumed by the watchdog node vi for this task is:

εi (w
t
i j ) = L · (εT X

i j + εR X
i j ) = 2 · L · εelec + ε · L · d2

i j . (3)

The target node v j ’s energy consumption for this watchdog
task wt

i j is (note that di j = d j i ):

ε j (w
t
i j ) = L · (εR X

j i + εT X
j i ) = 2 · L · εelec + ε · L · d2

j i . (4)

C. Threat Model

In our design, we assume some sensor nodes could be
compromised or selfish or on fault. By exploiting those
“legitimate” nodes, we consider two kinds of attacking behav-
iors. One is for disrupting WSN’s normal functionalities such
as routing and data sensing, and the other is for attacking
WSNTS itself. In particular, we consider the attacking capa-
bilities as follows:

1) Attacking From “Legitimate” Sensor Nodes: We con-
sider the attackers who are capable of compromising
some vulnerable sensor nodes or deploying malicious or
faulty nodes to WSN. Attackers can exploit these nodes’
“legitimate” identities to break traditional security protections,
and hence can launch offensives to the remainder of WSN.
Further, we consider the attacking model cooperative, where

the nodes that are closer to an attacker’s node are more likely
of being controlled by the attacker as well [25]. We let A ⊆ V
be the set of the “legitimate” sensor nodes under attackers’
control. Then, given an attacker’s node v j , the probability that
another node vi is also under attacker’s control is inversely
proportional to di j :

Pr [vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A] ∝ 1

α · di j
. (5)

However, 1
α·di j

cannot be used as a probability function

directly, because 1
α·di j

belongs to [0,+∞] but a possible
probability function should be falling into [0, 1]. To tackle
this issue, we need to give a feasible probability definition that
satisfies Pr [vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A] ∈ [0, 1] and Pr [vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A] ∝

1
α·di j

simultaneously. To meet this requirement, we define the

probability function as Pr [vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A] = 1
α·di j+1 in

this paper. This probability function is feasible and mean-
ingful. In particular, WSN attackers usually exploit wireless
signal to intrude sensor nodes. A longer distance leads to a
weaker attacking signal, which represents a weaker attacking
capability [25]. As a result, Eq. (5) can naturally reflect such
wireless attacking scenario. More precisely, di j = 0 can lead
Pr [v j ∈ A|vi ∈ A] = 1 since it indicates that vi and v j are
the same node or different nodes located at the same position.
While, with di j increasing, Pr [v j ∈ A|vi ∈ A] will decrease
due to the weakening signal and can eventually reach 0 when
di j approximates+∞. A larger α indicates a higher decreasing
speed of Pr [vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A] when di j increases.

2) Attacking WSN: By exploiting the “legitimate” sensor
nodes, attackers could perform insider attacks to disrupt
WSN’s normal functionalities, such as damaging the quality
of multihop routing by selectively dropping routing packets
or misleading WSN’s data aggregation by reporting crafted
sensing data. Those attacks can avoid traditional security
mechanism.

3) Attacking WSNTS: Moreover, we consider attackers
smart enough and are aware of the existence of WSNTS. Those
attackers attempt to evade WSNTS’s detection by launching
some advanced attacks. In particular, we consider four types
of WSNTS attacks in this paper (all of them have been widely
considered in the literature [14], [18]). The first is an on-off
attack, where attacker’s node may behave well for a long time
to get enough reputation then do malicious behaviors suddenly.
The second is a discrimination attack where attacker’s node
will behave differently to different sensor nodes (watchdogs).
The third is a bad-mouthing attack, where attacker’s node
will perform watchdog tasks and report an honest node as
a malicious one. The last is a sybil attack where attackers can
control a large number of sensor nodes to mislead WSNTS.

D. Trust Model

In this paper, we model the trust of a sensor node as this
node’s expected behavior distribution over time. The behavior
could be data sensing or routing behavior etc. This trust
model can allow our analysis to be focused on WSNTS’s
foundation, and will not be affected by higher level’s trust
update and aggregation processes. On top of this model, we
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introduce three concepts. One is trustworthiness that can be
used to estimate a sensor node’s behavior. The other two are
trust accuracy and trust robustness, which can be used to
measure how accurate the target nodes’ trustworthiness can
be recovered in the presence of WSN attacks and WSNTS
attacks respectively. Unlike the trustworthiness that the trust
systems need to calculate at run time, the trust accuracy and
trust robustness are two performance indices that we can use to
evaluate and compare different trust systems’ security levels.
Trust systems do not need to compute the trust accuracy and
robustness at run time.

1) Trustworthiness: From some watchdog node vi ’s point
of view, we define a sensor node v j ’s trustworthiness in
the context of a particular behavior (e.g., data sensing or
routing etc.) as the percentage of v j ’s behaviors that meet
vi ’s expectation among all the v j ’s behaviors watched by vi

in a time window N . We denote this trustworthiness as Ti j .
We then define I t

i j as the event to represent whether v j ’s
behavior is expected by vi at time slot t . I t

i j returns 1 if
v j ’s behavior follows vi ’s expectation and returns 0 other-
wise. Watchdog node’s expectation is context aware. For data
sensing, watchdog nodes believe their own sensing function
works fine and expect to see the similar sensing value reported
by the target nodes. But for routing task, watchdog nodes
expect target nodes can successfully help forward packets.
We calculate Ti j as:

Ti j =
∑

t∈N∨wt
i j 	=∅

I t
i j

∑
t∈N∨wt

i j 	=∅
1

, (6)

where, wt
i j 	= ∅ means the watchdog node vi actually

performs watchdog task to monitor v j at time slot t .
2) Trust Accuracy and Trust Robustness: We let I t

j be
the event to describe a sensor node v j ’s internal behavior
and draw it according to a binary distribution function P j .
I t

j = 1 if v j behaves well at time slot t while I t
j = 0 if v j

performs attacks against WSN at t (e.g., reporting corrupted
sensing data or refusing packet forwarding etc.). Watchdog
node vi can sample P j to discrete events I t

i j s. We then
model the accuracy of Ti j (i.e., trust accuracy) using the
Kullback-Leibler divergence [30] between the probability
distribution of I t

j s (i.e., P j ) and the distribution of I t
i j s

(denoted as Qi j ). KL divergence is a well known measure
of the information loss when using one information source
(i.e., probability distribution) to approximate another, and
hence being a good choice to measure trust accuracy. Let I be
the random variable of distribution P j and Qi j . We then can
follow [30] to calculate KL divergence as:

DK L(P j ||Qi j ) =
∑

I

ln(
P j (I )

Qi j (I )
)P j (I ). (7)

We use �i j to denote trust accuracy and measure it as:

�i j = 1

DK L(P j ||Qi j )+ 1
. (8)

As can be seen, �i j ∈ [0, 1] and a larger �i j indicates more
accurate of the trustworthiness Ti j . If the watchdog node vi

can correctly observe v j ’s behaviors for all the time slots t

within time window N , vi will get the same Qi j as P j (which
leads to �i j = 1) and be able to accurately (without losing
any information) rebuild v j ’s internal behaviors. We use trust
accuracy to express WSNTS’s effectiveness against WSN
attacks, as it can well reflect watchdog’s capability of rebuild-
ing target node’s internal behaviors.

By considering WSNTS attacks, a target node v j ’s behav-
iors observed by different watchdog nodes are likely different.
For example, some malicious target nodes may behave differ-
ently to different watchdog nodes (discrimination attack), and
some malicious watchdog nodes may report false observations
to others (bad-mouthing attack). To address this issue and
enable our analysis to cover WSNTS attacks, we introduce
a new concept, trust robustness, to measure WSNTS’s effec-
tiveness against WSNTS attacks. We define trust robustness
as mean value of trust accuracy provided by a group of
cooperative watchdog nodes. This definition can naturally
bound the average effectiveness of watchdog nodes in the
presence of the WSNTS attacking model. We let ϒ j be the
trust robustness of target node v j and can calculate it as:

ϒ j =
∑

vi∈W j
�i j

||W j || , (9)

where, W j ⊆ B j is a set of cooperative watchdog nodes which
will monitor v j together, and || ∗ || is the size of set ∗. Since
∀vi ∈ W j ,�i j ∈ [0, 1], we also have ϒ j ∈ [0, 1]. As can
be seen in Eq. 9, the higher trust robustness means more
watchdog nodes can accurately rebuild target node’s internal
behaviors in the presence of malicious and discriminated
neighbor nodes, hence demonstrating better capability against
WSNTS attacks.

IV. WATCHDOG OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

In this section, we first formalize the watchdog optimiza-
tion problem in Section IV-A. We then seek theoretical
and practical solutions to this problem by dividing it into
two sub problems, which consist of a location optimization
problem in Section IV-B and a frequency optimization problem
in Section IV-C.

A. Optimization Goal

Generally, we have two ultimate goals when optimizing
watchdog techniques: one is to minimize the energy cost of
the whole WSN and the other is to maximize security (in
terms of trust accuracy and trust robustness). We can write
our optimization goals as follows.

Minimize
∑

v j∈V

∑

vi∈W j

∑

t∈N∧wt
i j 	=∅

(εi (w
t
i j )+ ε j (w

t
i j )), (10)

Maximize
∑

v j∈V ,W j={vi }
�i j or Maximize

∑

v j∈V

ϒ j , (11)

where, Eq. (10) is for minimizing energy consumption
throughout the whole WSN. The former part of Eq. (11) is
for maximizing trust accuracy in face of WSN attacks while
the latter one is for maximizing trust robustness in presence
of WSNTS attacks. To solve the above optimization problem,
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our target is to find appropriate W j for each v j ∈ V and the
number of wt

i j 	= ∅, vi ∈ W j for each t ∈ N . We thereby
divide the complete problem into two sub problems: (1) how
to select nodes from each target node’s neighborhood to
perform watchdog tasks (i.e., finding W j for ∀v j ∈ V ), and
(2) how to schedule watchdog tasks among those selected
watchdog nodes given a target node (i.e., determining how
many wt

i j 	= ∅ for vi ∈ W j and t ∈ N). In the following two
subsections IV-B and IV-C, we present theoretical analyses and
practical algorithms for these two sub problems. Our practical
algorithms can touch energy-efficient WSNTS design goal
without costing (much) security (as shown in our extensive
WSNET simulation and in-door WSN testbed experiments
in Section V).

B. Watchdog Location Optimization

1) Theoretical Analysis: We cannot find the optimal
W j ,∀v j ∈ V by directly solving the optimization problem
described in Eq. (10) and (11), because they are ill-posed
and do not have solution in closed form. To conquer this
challenge, we find optimal watchdog positions instead (find
optimal di j given ∀v j ∈ V ). The selection of neighbour
nodes vi ∈ B j which are located closer to the optimal di j

is more likely able to form the optimal W j . To transform
the original optimization problem of finding optimal W j to
the problem of finding optimal di j , the intuitive evidence is
that: although the vi ∈ B j with a shorter di j will consume
less energy to perform watchdog tasks to monitor v j

(see Eq. (3) and Eq. (4)) and hence ensure the energy mini-
mization goal in Eq. (10), such vi is more likely of being con-
trolled by attackers if v j is an attacker’s node (see Eq. (5)). The
use of attackers’ node as watchdogs will impede the security
maximization goal in Eq. (11), since those nodes can report
false watchdog results to drop trust robustness. We therefore
find the optimal watchdog location di j given a target node v j

by considering an overall risk, which considers both energy
and security (in terms of Pr [vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A] ∝ 1

α·di j
):

F(di j ) = 2Lεd2
i j +

1

αdi j
, (12)

where, 2Lεd2
i j is the distance relevant part of energy

consumption function εi (w
t
i j ) + ε j (w

t
i j ) = 4Lεelec

i + 2Lεd2
i j .

We directly merge 2Lεd2
i j and 1

αdi j
into F(di j ) using an

additive function, because they share the same domain range
(i.e., they both vary from 0 to ∞ when di j ∈ [0,∞]). F(di j )
can measure the overall risk of energy consumption and
security in a balanced manner. We give the minimal risk
F(di j ) and its corresponding optimal di j in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: The overall risk F(di j ) can achieve its theo-

retically minimal value when di j = (4Lεα)− 1
3 .

Proof: It is known that, if a function has an extreme
value and the function’s second derivative is larger than 0,
this extreme value is the function’s minimal value. Such
minimal value can be obtained when letting the function’s
first derivative be equal to 0. For F(di j ), we have its second

derivative:

∂2 F

∂d2
i j

= 4 · L · ε + 2 · 1

α · d3
i j

> 0.

We thus find F(di j )’s minimal value by letting its first deriv-
ative equal to 0:

∂ F

∂di j
= 4 · L · ε · di j − 1

α · d2
i j

= 0.

We solve above equation by considering di j as variant and get
result di j = (4Lεα)− 1

3 . Theorem 1 has been proved. �
If we form W j by selecting the vi with minimal F(di j ), it

approximately equals to optimize Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) under
a constraint di j = (4Lεα)− 1

3 for vi ∈ W j . This constraint
makes our optimization goal well-posed and solvable. It is
worth noting that, if (4Lεα)− 1

3 > r j , we can choose di j = r j

as the optimal distance.
2) Practical Algorithm (DBP Algorithm): Although

Theorem 1 gives the optimal watchdog location in theory, it is
still challenging to apply this theoretical solution to practical
WSN. The reason is that, for almost sensor nodes, we cannot
assume there necessarily exist some neighbour nodes located
at the optimal watchdog location. In common, almost v j ∈ V

may have their neighbors ∀vi ∈ B j , di j 	= (4Lεα)− 1
3 .

To address this issue, an intuitive solution is to choose
the node nearest to the theoretically optimal location as
watchdog. However, this intuitive algorithm is vulnerable to
discrimination attacks. That is, since the intuitive algorithm
fixes the watchdog node to v j ’s nearest neighbour, v j ∈ A
can simply behave well to v j ’s nearest node but launch WSN
attacks (e.g., dropping routing packets or reporting dishonest
sensing data) to the rest of v j ’s neighborhood.

To tackle discrimination attack while still consult the
optimal location to form W j , we propose a new distance-
based probabilistic algorithm (DBP algorithm for short). This
algorithm can find a set of watchdog nodes by considering
those nodes’ locations in a probabilistic manner. Given a
target node v j , DBP algorithm selects π j · ||B j || nodes
from v j ’s neighbourhood B j to form watchdog node set W j

(i.e., ||W j || = π j · ||B j ||), and the selection probability of
∀vi ∈ B j satisfies Pr [vi ∈ W j ] ∝ 1

|di j−(4Lεα)
− 1

3 |
, where

|| ∗ || is the size of set ∗, | ∗ | returns the absolute value of
∗ and π j ∈ (0, 1]. We prove why we choose Pr [vi ∈ W j ] ∝

1

|di j−(4Lεα)
− 1

3 |
:

Proof: In the DBP algorithm, the watchdog node selection
probability Pr [vi ∈ W j ] should be larger in case the neighbor

node is closer to the optimal position (4Lεα)− 1
3 given a

target node v j ∈ V . Obviously, in a polar coordinates, the
target node v j ’s optimal position can form a circle in which the

v j is the center and (4Lεα)− 1
3 is the radius. The nodes have

the distance (4Lεα)− 1
3 to v j at any angle are always optimal.

As di j is the distance between the target node v j and another

node vi in a certain angle, |di j − (4Lεα)− 1
3 | can express

the distance between vi and the target node v j ’s optimal
position. Therefore, Pr [vi ∈ W j ] ∝ 1

|di j−(4Lεα)
−1

3 |
can well
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Algorithm 1 Distance-Based Probabilistic (DBP) Algorithm

Input: π j , B j , di j for ∀vi ∈ B j , L, ε, α
Output: W j

1: W j ← ∅

2: while ||W j || < π j · ||B j || do
3: x ← random(0,

∑
k∈B j

1

|dkj−(4Lεα)
− 1

3 |
)

4: if
∑i

k=1
1

|dkj−(4Lεα)
− 1

3 |
≤ x <

∑i+1
k=1

1

|dkj−(4Lεα)
− 1

3 |
then

5: W j ← W j ∨ vi

6: end if
7: end while

represent that the nodes near the optimal position have a higher
probability to be selected. �

DBP algorithm can resist discrimination attack due to
the probabilistic selection manner and the maintenance
of some watchdog node redundancy determined by π j .
Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo code of our DBP algorithm
runs in each sensor node v j ∈ V . There, the function
random(0,

∑
k∈B j

1

|dkj−(4Lεα)
−1

3 |
) returns a random float value

belonging to [0,
∑

k∈B j
1

|dkj−(4Lεα)
− 1

3 |
].

C. Watchdog Frequency Optimization

1) Theoretical Analysis: When watchdog nodes have been
determined, the next optimization point is to find the minimal
number of required watchdog tasks to save energy but keep
security in a sufficient level. We define the number of watch-
dog tasks a watchdog node vi performs to monitor a target
node v j within a time window N as watchdog frequency fi j .
We have fi j = ∑

t∈N∧wt
i j 	=∅

1. Also, we define a node
v j ’s behavior frequency and attacking frequency within the
time window N as f j and f a j respectively. We then have
f j =∑

t∈N 1 and f a j =∑
t∈N (1− I t

j ). In fact, the behavior
frequency is determined by how the sensor nodes sense the
environment. Taking the temperature sensing as an example,
the behavior frequency is the number of times a sensor node
measures the temperature within a pre-defined time window N .
This frequency can be set up when the WSN is configured
and deployed. On the other hand, the attacking frequency is
determined by how the adversaries modify the sensing data to
a false value. It must be smaller than the behavior frequency,
because the adversaries can at most tamper all the data sensed
by a compromised node.

We can model watchdog tasks as a sampling process, where
watchdog nodes attempt to reconstruct the target node’s inter-
nal behaviors based on their watched samples. We thus give
the theoretical solution to the minimized watchdog frequency
which can maximize Eq. (11) in Theorem 2.

Theorem 2: Given a watchdog node vi , to ensure perfect
reconstruction of target node v j ’s internal behaviors and
thus maximize Eq. (11), the minimal watchdog frequency (for
minimizing Eq. (10)) is fi j = f j .

Proof: According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling
theorem [31], to have perfect fidelity for reconstructing a target
signal, the sample-rate (i.e., sampling frequency) should be

larger than two times of the target signal’s frequency. In our
problem, the target signal is for target node’s internal behav-
iors, which contain binary values to represent normal behavior
and attacking behavior. We have the attacking behavior fre-
quency as f a j and the normal behavior frequency as f n j .
As a result, to ensure perfect reconstruction of attacking
behavior, the minimal sampling frequency fi j (i.e., watchdog
frequency) is fi j = 2 · f a j . Similarly, to ensure perfect recon-
struction of normal behavior, the minimal fi j is fi j = 2 · f n j .
Since we have f j = f a j+ f n j and f j for ∀v j ∈ V is a known
parameter which can be set up during WSN configuration, we
can precisely recover attacking behavior if the normal one has
been perfectly reconstructed, and vice versa. Therefore, the
minimal fi j that can perfectly reconstruct both normal and
attacking behaviors is fi j = 2 · min( f n j , f a j ). Moreover,
since min( f n j , f a j ) ≤ f j

2 , we have the minimal frequency

fi j = 2 · f j
2 = f j which can perfectly reconstruct both normal

and attacking behaviors regardless how f n j and f a j vary.
Theorem 2 has been proved. �

Although Theorem 2 states the best watchdog frequency in
theory, this result cannot ensure the perfect reconstruction in
practical WSNs due to the unreliable and noisy transmission
nature. For example, when performing watchdog tasks to
monitor routing behavior, the watchdog nodes may waste
some watchdog tasks if they miss the target node’s forwarding
packets due to noises. We will consider this issue in our
practical algorithm design.

2) Practical Algorithm (HWFA(E) Algorithm): Despite the
theoretically minimal value given by Theorem 2, we can
further reduce watchdog frequency in practical WSNs by
considering target node’s trustworthiness. This practical reduc-
tion is based on an intuitive observation: if trustworthiness
Ti j approximates 1 (i.e., the most trustworthy) or 0 (i.e., the
most untrustworthy), the watchdog node vi can use a smaller
watchdog frequency to monitor target node v j since v j ’s
behaviors are more deterministic. But if trustworthiness
Ti j = 0.5, v j ’s behaviors are particularly uncertain and
vi should spend more watchdog tasks to monitor it.

We therefore propose a heuristic watchdog frequency adjust-
ment algorithm (HWFA algorithm for short) to adaptively
adjust watchdog frequency by referencing trustworthiness.
HWFA algorithm runs in two phases. The first is an initial
phase where watchdog node vi performs fi j = f j (the
theoretical result given by Theorem 2) watchdog tasks to
establish an initial trustworthiness Ti j = f j− f a j

f j
for target

node v j . Then enter the second phase where vi performs
fi j = (1 − |Ti j−0.5|

0.5 (1 − μ)) · f j watchdog tasks and updates
Ti j using Eq. (6). The second phase will be repeated till
the end. We use 1 − |Ti j−0.5|

0.5 (1 − μ) here to update fi j

because (1 − |Ti j−0.5|
0.5 ) can well transform trustworthiness

to behavior uncertainty, and μ ∈ (0, 1] is a value for
maintaining some watchdog task redundancy to resist the
unreliable and noisy transmission nature (see the last para-
graph in Section IV-C1). Moreover, μ is also effective in
thwarting on-off attacks where the adversary could behave
normally for a long time to cause Ti j = 1 and launch
attacks suddenly, because it can avoid the fi j from being
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Algorithm 2 Heuristic Watchdog Frequency Adjustment (HWFA)
Algorithm

Input: μ, f j , N
Output: N/A
1: fi j ← f j

2: while watchdog tasks are not stopped do
3: vi performs fi j watchdog tasks to monitor v j in the next

time window N
4: vi updates v j ’s trustworthiness Ti j

5: fi j ← (1− |Ti j−0.5|
0.5 (1− μ)) · f j

6: end while

reduced to 0 when Ti j = 1 or Ti j = 0. A larger μ leads
to a better capability against noisy transmission nature and
on-off attacks, but may consume more energy. We prove why
fi j = (1− |Ti j−0.5|

0.5 (1−μ)) · f j can achieve our design goals as
follows.

Proof: In the HWFA algorithm, we have two design goals:
one is that the watchdog frequency fi j should increase when
Ti j grows up from 0 to 0.5 but decrease when Ti j climbs
from 0.5 to 1, and the other is that the smallest fi j should
not be 0. The first design goal is to ensure that the watchdog
frequency is high if the target node is uncertain but low if the
target is determined. The second design goal is to guarantee
that the watchdog node never disables the monitoring to the
target node at any time. To fulfill the first design goal, we can

use fi j = (1− |Ti j−0.5|
0.5 ) · f j which ensures that fi j can grow

up when Ti j < 0.5 increases but decrease when Ti j > 0.5
increases. However, this calculation cannot meet the second
design goal, as fi j = 0 when Ti j = 0 or Ti j = 1. To tackle this
issue, we need to multiply a factor (1− μ) with

|Ti j−0.5|
0.5 and

hence convert the function to fi j = (1− |Ti j−0.5|
0.5 (1−μ)) · f j .

By this way, fi j can still increase when Ti j < 0.5 increases
and decrease when Ti j > 0.5 increases, but fi j will never drop
to 0 when Ti j = 0 and Ti j = 1. Instead, fi j = μ · f j is the
smallest watchdog frequency. Both of the two design goals are
achieved. �

Algorithm 2 lists the details of HWFA algorithm which will
be ran by each watchdog node vi ∈ B j given the target node
v j ∈ V. vi will use Eq. (6) to update v j ’s trustworthiness Ti j in
line 4. We also propose a HWFAE algorithm to extend HWFA
algorithm from one watchdog node vi to a group
of watchdog nodes W j . HWFAE algorithm enables
∀vi ∈ W j to run HWFA algorithm independently and
simultaneously, hence maintaining trust robustness in
the presence of discrimination attacks and bad-mouthing
attacks.

Careful readers may notice that the HWFA(E) algorithms
can only determine how many watchdog tasks (i.e., fi j ) are
required within each N and do not discuss how to distribute
those tasks to each discrete time slot t ∈ N . That is, the
HWFA(E) algorithms only output fi j = ∑

t∈N∧wt
i j 	=∅

1 but

do not specify which wt
i j 	= ∅ and which wt

i j = ∅. Smart
attackers may exploit this ignorance to evade the protection
provided by our HWFA(E) algorithms. We will discuss this
problem and propose potential solutions in Section VI.

TABLE II

WSN TOPOLOGY FOR WSNET SIMULATION

TABLE III

MODEL SETTING FOR WSNET SIMULATION

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our watchdog optimization
algorithms using a popular WSNET simulation
platform in Section V-A, as well as an in-door WSN testbed
in Section V-B.

A. WSNET Simulation

WSNET [26] is an event-driven module-based WSN simu-
lation framework. It applies a loosely-organized architecture to
modularize sensor node’s key functionalities into a sequence
of plugable models (e.g., the radio, MAC, routing protocol
stack, battery and applications etc.). Due to this flexible design
and excellent emulating performance [32], WSNET has drawn
widely attention in the literature [33]–[35].

In our experiments, we implement watchdog optimization
algorithms (i.e., DBP algorithm and HFWA(E) algorithm) as
a new application module to WSNET, and apply our energy
consumption model (described in Section III-B) by modifying
the existing linear battery module. We choose half1d
as the radio module and idealmac for the MAC layer.
We set WSN’s transmission error rate (due to noise) to 1%.
We limit the routing distance to 1 hop since the watch-
dog mechanism only cares about neighborhood behaviors.
We present the details of two WSN topologies used by our
simulation in Table II, where the topology ② is more dense
than topology ①. Sensor nodes are randomly deployed to these
two topologies. Moreover, the true trustworthiness (draw from
the node’s internal behavior distribution P j ,∀v j ∈ V ) assigned
to the j -th sensor node is ( j − 1)/||V ||.

We also give our simulation model settings in Table III.
We choose energy model parameters the same as those used by
prior research [24]. We will explain our choice for the α value
when we elaborate on Figure 5 and 6. N = 500 milliseconds
and f j = 100 indicate that the sensor nodes will renew their
behaviors in every N/ f j = 5 milliseconds. For example, the
nodes sense the temperature in every 5 ms.

We show our simulation results through Figure 2 to 6.
We measure security in terms of trust accuracy or robustness,
while show energy saving using the following equation.

Energy saving = cost (Baseline)− cost (W O)

cost (Baseline)
, (13)
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Fig. 2. Evaluation results for WSN attacks. WO refers our watchdog optimization (i.e., DBP with ||W j || = π j · ||B j || = 1 and HWFA with μ = 0.2).
Baseline is for non-optimized watchdog methods implicitly used by [4], [6], and [23] with monitoring frequency fi j = f j . The value attached to each curve
or bar chart is the mean value of that figure. (a) Trust accuracy, topology ①. (b) Energy saving, topology ①. (c) Trust accuracy, topology ②. (d) Energy
saving, topology ②.

Fig. 3. Evaluation results for on-off attacks. WO refers to our watchdog optimization (i.e., DBP with ||W j || = π j · ||B j || = 1 and HWFA). Baseline is
for non-optimized watchdog methods with monitoring frequency fi j = f j . The value attached to each curve or bar chart is the mean value of that figure.
(a) Trust robustness, topology ①. (b) Energy saving, topology ①. (c) Trust robustness, topology ②. (d) Energy saving, topology ②.

Fig. 4. Evaluation results for discrimination attacks. WO refers to our watchdog optimization (i.e., DBP and HWFAE with μ = 0.2). Baseline is for
non-optimized watchdog methods with monitoring frequency fi j = f j . The value attached to each curve or bar chart is the mean value of that figure.
(a) Trust robustness, topology ①. (b) Energy saving, topology ①. (c) Trust robustness, topology ②. (d) Energy saving, topology ②.

Fig. 5. Evaluation results for bad-mouthing attacks. WO refers to our watchdog optimization (i.e., DBP and HWFAE with μ = 0.2). Baseline is for
non-optimized watchdog methods with monitoring frequency fi j = f j . The value attached to each curve or bar chart is the mean value of that figure.
(a) Trust robustness, topology ①. (b) Energy saving, topology ①. (c) Trust robustness, topology ②. (d) Energy saving, topology ②.

where, cost () function returns the energy consumed by each
sensor node during the simulation when our watchdog opti-
mization algorithms (WO for short) are applied or a baseline
algorithm (i.e., non-optimized watchdog method) is used.
We choose the baseline algorithm in this paper as the

neighbour-flooding watchdog method. This method is (implic-
itly) used by typical trust systems such as [4], [6], and [23]
and represents the state-of-the-art watchdog technique. In each
figure, the values attached to the curves or bar charts represent
the average trust accuracy (robustness) or energy saving over
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Fig. 6. Evaluation results for sybil attacks. WO refers to our watchdog optimization (i.e., DBP and HWFAE with μ = 0.2). Baseline is for non-optimized
watchdog methods with monitoring frequency fi j = f j . The value attached to each curve or bar chart is the mean value of that figure. (a) Trust robustness,
topology ①. (b) Energy saving, topology ①. (c) Trust robustness, topology ②. (d) Energy saving, topology ②.

all the sensor nodes in V . In another word, those values are
the mean values of Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) for a given WSN,
hence being able to demonstrate the security and energy saving
results achieved by our watchdog optimization algorithms and
the baseline algorithm in the WSN.

Figure 2 shows the results in the presence of WSN attacks.
In this attacking scenario, sensor nodes may only behave to
disrupt WSN’s functionalities such as reporting false sensed
data or selectively dropping packets. They will not attempt to
attack WSNTS itself. As a result, we can set ||W j || = π j ·
||B j || = 1 for DBP algorithm, since sensor nodes’ behaviors
observed by different neighbor nodes are the same. We also
consider α = 0.5 to calculate the optimal watchdog location
for DBP algorithm. We choose μ = 0.2 for HWFA algorithm
to maintain some capability against WSN’s noisy transmission
nature. As can be seen in Figures 2(a)-2(b), our watchdog
optimization algorithms can save 91.84% (or 94.61%) energy
in average by sacrificing 1−0.9996 = 0.0004 (or 1−0.9998 =
0.0002) trust accuracy for topology ① (or topology ②).

Figure 3 shows the results in face of on-off attacks.
Although this attack falls into the WSNTS attacking category,
the on-off attacking nodes still do not behave differently to
different neighbor nodes. Instead, they may only behave as
normal for a long period of time and launch WSN attacks
to all the neighbourhood suddenly. Therefore, we also choose
||W j || = π j · ||B j || = 1 for DBP algorithm. But for HWFA
algorithm, we test μ = 0.2 and μ = 0.02 respectively.
In our experiments, we let on-off attackers perform normal
behaviors for the first 18 rounds of N and then launch attacks
in the last 2 rounds of N . The results show that, even the
use of μ = 0.02 can further slightly increase the energy
saving in 99.24% − 97.39% = 1.85% for topology ① (see
Figure 3(b)) and 99.61%− 98.67% = 0.94% for topology ②

(see Figure 3(d)), the trust robustness can be decreased more
than 0.03 (0.9988 − 0.9624 = 0.0364 in Figure 3(a) and
0.9979 − 0.9628 = 0.0351 in Figure 3(c)). As a result, we
suggest the use of μ = 0.2 if WSN users prefer to keep
WSNTS more robust.

Figure 4 shows the results under discrimination attacks. This
attacking scenario considers that sensor nodes may behave
differently to their neighborhood. In our experiment, we con-
sider that the target node will always launch WSN attacks
to the nearest 20% neighbor nodes but behave normally to
others. In this experiment, we are surprisingly finding that our

watchdog optimization algorithms can save energy and
enhance security (i.e., increase trust robustness) simultane-
ously. In particular, watchdog optimization can save at least
39.44% energy (the smallest energy saving is found at topol-
ogy ② in Figure 4(d)) and meanwhile increase trust robustness
up to 0.994 − 0.8541 = 0.1399 (the largest trust robustness
increment is found at topology ② in Figure 4(c)). We can
get this double-win results since our DBP algorithm can
intelligently select a subset of neighbor nodes as watchdogs
and thus get the chance to evade the discriminated neighbors.
However, the baseline algorithm naively chooses the entire
neighborhood to do watchdog tasks and can be necessarily
disrupted by discriminated neighbor nodes.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the results for bad-mouthing
and sybil attacks respectively. To launch bad-mouthing attacks,
some watchdog nodes are malicious and can decrease benign
node’s reputation by continuously reporting bad behavior
observations of that node to others. In this paper, we
model sybil attack as a special case of bad-mouthing attacks
when the majority of sensor node’s neighborhood is mali-
cious. In particular, we use different α to differentiate these
two attacks. We set α = 0.01 for sybil attack to let
Pr [vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A] decrease from 100% to 83.3% when di j

increases from 0 to 20 meters. While in bad-mouthing attack,
we set α = 0.5 to let only the minority of the neighborhood be
compromised. α = 0.5 can decrease Pr [vi ∈ A|v j ∈ A] from
100% to 9.1% when di j increases from 0 to 20. As shown
in Figure 5, watchdog optimization can save at least 42.43%
energy (the least saving is found at topology ① in Figure 5(b))
with the cost of no more than 0.9439−0.8936= 0.0503 trust
robustness (the largest trust robustness reduction is also found
at topology ① in Figure 5(a)) for bad-mouthing attack. For
sybil attack, our watchdog optimization algorithms can get
a slightly higher trust robustness than the baseline algorithm
(see Figures 6(a) and 6(c)), and can save more than 75.32%
energy (the smallest energy saving is found at topology ②

in Figure 6(d)).

B. In-Door Testbed Experiments

In addition to WSNET simulation, we also investigate
watchdog optimization in real-world settings. In particular,
we deploy an WSN testbed in our collaborative lab and
evaluate our algorithms on top of it. As shown in the left part
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Fig. 7. In-door WSN testbed layout.

TABLE IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR IN-DOOR TESTBED

of Figure 7, the testbed consists of six sensor nodes in
an around 5 × 10 m2 in-door space and these nodes
are within each other’s neighborhood (i.e., vi ∈ B j ,
∀i, j ∈ [1, 6], i 	= j ). Each sensor node is built
on an Arduino Due board, and consists of a XBee-Pro
RF Module for radio transimission/receiving, a SHT21 Digital
Sensor Module for humidity and temperature sensing, as well
as a TOL-10617 LiPo Fuel Gauge for measuring residual
energy left in the battery. We connect the SHT21 module and
TOL-10617 gauge to the Arduino board using I2C bus. The
right part of Figure 7 shows an image of our sensor node.

To apply the DBP algorithm to this real-world setting, we
need to estimate ε of XBee-Pro RF Module for calculating the
optimal location (4Lεα)− 1

3 . According to [36], this module
has 250kbps maximum data transmission rate and 60mW
output power. Although it claims that the largest transmission
distance is up to 1500 meters, our out-door experiments
confirm the valid distance is only 100 meters. As a result,
we can estimate ε as ε = 60·10−3

250·103·1002 = 24 pJ/bit/m2.
In this real-world experiments, we also choose L = 640 bits
(i.e., 80 bytes) and the same α as those in Table III for different
attacks. In DBP algorithm, we use ||W j || = π j · ||B j || = 1 for
WSN attack and on-off attack, and π j = 0.4 for other attacks.
In HWFA(E) algorithms, we choose μ = 0.2.

Table IV shows the mean values of trust accuracy/robustness
and energy saving over the six nodes in our in-door testbed
experiments. As can be seen, we can save up to 93.68% energy
in this real-world scenario, and meanwhile induce trust accu-
racy/robustness reduction no more than 0.3613 − 0.3437 =
0.0176. To sum up, our in-door testbed experimental results
have the similar trend as those in WSNET simulation, hence
proving the perfect adaptability of our watchdog optimization
algorithms in real-world settings.

Compared with the watchdog techniques without any opti-
mization, our algorithms can save such a large amount of

energy mainly due to two reasons. The first is that we do not
need to use the entire set of neighbor nodes (i.e., the set B j

given a target node v j ) to perform watchdog tasks. Instead,
our DBP algorithm enables the selection of π j · ||B j || nodes
as watchdog nodes. For example, if we choose π j = 0.4, we
can save at least 60% energy by DBP in theory. Moreover,
our HWFA(E) algorithm can further reduce the energy cost
by using a low frequency to monitor determined target nodes.
The more target nodes with a high level trustworthiness or
untrustworthiness, the more energy we can save. With these
two benefits, we eventually achieve such a good result in our
experiments.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Although our watchdog optimization algorithms have
demonstrated excellent performance in saving energy and
maintaining security (see Section V), they are still subject to
some challenges, which may need further investigation in the
future.

The first challenge is to allocate watchdog tasks for
each time window N . As described in the last paragraph
in Section IV-C2, this is a major concern the HWFA(E)
algorithms cannot address. Actually, a watchdog node vi

can simply distribute the fi j watchdog tasks over the time
window N using uniform distribution or some other patterns.
However, such kind of deterministic allocation method can
be easily recognized by smart attackers. These attackers can
have the chance to predict watchdog nodes’ future behaviors
and then intelligently launch their attacks in the time slots
where no watchdog tasks happen (like launching on-off attacks
within a time window N). To mitigate this issue, our HWFA(E)
algorithms should distribute watchdog tasks for each N in an
unpredictable manner. That is, for different time window N ,
watchdog tasks are distributed in a very different pattern hence
getting a higher probability to catch smart attacking behaviors.
In our experiments in Section V, we just randomly assign
attacking behaviors and watchdog tasks for each N , which
implicitly follows this design requirement.

The second one is to estimate the attacking model’s para-
meter α (required by Eq. 5). In our experiments, we simply
consider α = 0.01 for sybil attack while α = 0.5 for other
attacks. But in real scenarios, WSN designers cannot have
the direct knowledge of α. Since α is a necessary parameter
for DBP algorithm (i.e., the optimal location is (4Lεα)− 1

3 ),
WSN designers are forced to estimate this parameter in real
scenarios. To overcome this challenge, a potential solution is
to infer α based on historical WSN attacking data collected
from other mature WSNTS. Since different WSNTSs are
likely heterogeneous, we acknowledge that this solution is
not trivial to implement and its effectiveness requires further
investigation. We leave this work in our future research.

The third challenge is the load balance problem. As can
be seen in Figures 2-6, although our watchdog optimization
algorithms can save significant amount of energy, it cannot
balance the watchdog tasks across sensor nodes (i.e., some
sensor nodes can save more than two times of energy than
others). This will cause some of nodes to exhaust their energy
before others. Some portion of WSN terminated in a great
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advance before some other parts is not expected, since every
sensor node is deployed with unique purpose and is expected
to work till the end of the whole WSN. As a result, we will
seek an appropriate load balance algorithm to improve current
methods in our future research.

The last one is to adapt our watchdog optimization tech-
niques to mobile WSNs. In our current design, we simply
assume a static WSN topology where each sensor node’s
neighborhood is fixed. However, in mobile WSNs, sensor
nodes can move from time to time and thus make their optimal
watchdog positions continuously changing. This dynamic issue
could make our DBP algorithm very difficult to work at run
time, because the watchdog nodes should be reselected upon
any movement of the target node. As a result, we should
redesign DBP algorithm if we attempt to apply watchdog
optimization to mobile WSNs. We leave it as our future work.

In the future, we will continue the work and apply our
watchdog optimization to other networking systems which face
the similar trust-energy conflict like WSNs, such as the vehicle
ad hoc networks [37] and the anonymity networks [38], [39].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we take the first step to answer an important
research question on whether WSNTS can still maintain
sufficient security when the trust’s basic foundations (i.e., the
first-hand experiences) are minimized. We give out a very
positive result to this question through theoretical analysis
and extensive experiments. Our studies thus shed light a
promising research direction on the design of energy-efficient
WSNTS by optimizing the collection procedure of first-hand
experiences.
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